
CONTROLMAX1900S – ELECTRIC SANITISING SPRAYER



                     

Use to spray government approved disinfectants and other sanitising fluids. 
Titan airless sprayers are proven to spray select solutions from the EPA’s “List 
N” to disinfect surfaces contaminated by the novel coronavirus which causes 
COVID-19. Airless sprayers provide high production rates allowing 
Remediation/Disinfectant contractors to get jobs done faster with better 
coverage.

Suitable for disinfecting: Hospitals and Clinics, Shopping Malls, Municipal and Government Buildings, 
Gyms and Health Centres, Public Transport, Factories and Office Buildings, Rest Rooms, Schools

Unit supplied with a spray gun (with fine atomizing nozzle) and extension as 
well as a 15m hose.  A direct immersion suction hose allows for the sanitising 
machines to extract the disinfectant liquid directly from the container it is 
supplied in, making it easier to spray any desired surfaces.

notes & safety instructions

• Sprayers work on an airless spray concept high pressure not to be sprayed onto persons or 
animals.

• Wear correct PPE equipment when using equipment.

• Follow all safety warnings with regards to equipment and material being sprayed

• Sprayers are 230v electric and not generator friendly (DO NOT SPRAY ELECTRICAL OUTLETS)

• We can ship sprayers within South Africa for the application of disinfectants

• Flush the system thoroughly with water after use or during work interruptions. Ensure that 
no disinfectant solution is left in the machine after use.

         



QTech QT190S
ELECTRIC SANITISING SPRAYER.



Ensuring surfaces
are free of germs and 
infection can be an 
extremely time- 
consuming task.

This development of 
the successful QT190 
airless sprayer is in 
response to this 
increasingly urgent 
requirement and 
provides a simple to 
use, self-contained 
solution.

QTech
QT190S
Use it for
The spray application 
of all government 
approved disinfectants 
and other sanitising 
fluids that will ensure 
maximum surface 
coverage and fogging 
in one pass.

The QTech QT190S 
has been created 
specifically for these 
applications and is 
supplied ‘ready to go’.

USE TO SPRAY
Most sprayable disinfectants 
and other sanitising fluids 
PERFORMANCE
Flow 1.9 ltr/min
Tip QUF-510
MWP 1300 psi (regulated)
SPECIFICATION
Motor 700 watt
Weight 14.85 kg (complete)
SUPPLIED COMPLETE WITH
TriTech T360 airless 
spray gun
15” tip extension 
TriTech Ultra Finish 
510 airless tip 
TriTech guard
1/4” x 15m textile braided 
hose assembly 
WARRANTY
2-year manufacturer’s 
warranty
PRODUCT CODES
110 volt QT190S-110
240 volt QT190S-220
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QTech 
QT290S

                  ELECTRIC SANITISING SPRAYER
                                                                                                                                                                                                               

              



Ensuring surfaces
are free of germs and 
infection can be an 
extremely time- 
consuming task.

This development of 
the successful QT290 
airless sprayer is in 
response to this 
increasingly urgent 
requirement and 
provides a simple to 
use, self-contained 
solution.

QTech
QT290S
Use it for
The spray application 
of all government 
approved disinfectants 
and other sanitising 
fluids that will ensure 
maximum surface 
coverage and fogging 
in one pass.

The QTech QT290S 
has been created 
specifically for these 
applications and is 
supplied ‘ready to go’.

USE TO SPRAY
Most sprayable disinfectants 
and other sanitising fluids 
PERFORMANCE
Flow 2.9 ltr/min
Tip QUF-510
MWP 3000 psi (regulated)
SPECIFICATION
Motor 1300 watt
Weight 33.00 kg (complete)
SUPPLIED COMPLETE WITH
TriTech T360 airless 
spray gun
15” tip extension 
TriTech Ultra Finish 
510 airless tip 
TriTech guard
1/4” x 15m textile braided 
hose assembly 
WARRANTY
2-year manufacturer’s 
warranty
PRODUCT CODES
110 volt QT190S-110
240 volt QT190S-220
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TITAN IMPACT 440S | 540S SANITISING SPRAYERS 

 

      
 

 
 

      
  



IMPACT 540S 

Superior performance and reliability thanks to DuraLife Brushless HE Motor. 

Works with stains, lacquers, enamels and latex. Larger displacement pump delivers performance unparalleled  

in its class. 

 

                                  

 

ALL UNITS SUPPLIED WITH SPRAY GUN (WITH FINE ATOMIZING NOZZLE), GUN EXTENSION AND 15M 
HOSE. 

 

 

      



 

 
 
 

                
 
 

                                                      


